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Philosophy 214/414
Logical Methods in Philosophy
Spring 2008

Homework Assignment #13
Due at the beginning of class on April 23, 2008

I.  Determining Truth Values of FOPL Wffs In a Model Under an Assignment 

Consider the following FOPL model and assignment function g for M.
M = <D, I>, where
D = {d, e}
I is the function from the set of individuals constants and predicate constants of FOPL
such that

a. I(a) = d,
I(b) = e,
and for all other individual constants á, I(á)=e.

b. I(F) = {e},
I(G) = {<e, d>, <e, e>}
and for all other predicates ð, I(ð)={}.

g is the function from variables of FOPL into D such that
g(x) = d,
g(y) = e,
and for all other variables á, g(á)=e.

For problems 1-5 below, state the truth value of the displayed wff in M under g.  Then prove that
the wff has that truth value in M under g by going step-by-step through the rules for the

M,g M,gdenotation function * *  and the valuation function V .

1. Fb
2. a=b
3. Gaa
4. Fx
5. �xGbx
6. �x�yGxy

II.  Validity  For the following problems, you do not have to replace abbreviations with official
notation, and you may use the derived truth rules.

FOPL7. Show that Ö  Fa 6 �xFx.

FOPL8. Show that Ö  (�xFx & �x(Fx 6 Gx)) 6 �xGx.

FOPL9. Show that for all FOPL wffs ö and ø, and all variables á, Ö  �áö 6 �á(ö w ø).
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III.  Invalidity  In the following problems, you should fully describe your invalidating model and
assignment function, and then prove that the wff is false in that model under that assignment.

FOPL10. Show that it is not the case that Ö  Fa 6 �xFx
11. Show that it is not the case that for all FOPL wffs ö, ø, and á, 

FOPLÖ  (�áö v �áø) 6 �á(ö v ø).
(When you specify an instance of this schema, be sure to specify what ö, ø, and á are.)

IV.  Symbolizations  Symbolize the following sentences into the language of MFOPL.  Display
your symbolization scheme prominently.  Feel free to use any of the defined connectives of
MFOPL.  If the sentence is ambiguous, give the two most plausible symbolizations, and indicate
which (if either) is the most plausible.  (It could be that they are equally plausible.)
11. Every mathematician is necessarily a mathematician.
12. Some mathematicians might not have been mathematicians.
13. Kripke might not have been Kripke.  (Hint: remember that our language contains ‘=’.)
14. It’s necessarily true that every human being could have a brother.  (Symbolize ‘brother’

with a two-place predicate.)

Continued
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V.  Truth Values of MFOPL Wffs in CD Models 
Consider the following CD model M and assignment g for M.

M = < W, R, D, I >, where
D = { d, e }

1 2W = { w , w  }

1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1R = { <w , w >, <w , w >, <w , w >, <w , w > } (This is R , the total relation on R).2

I is the function such that 
a. I(a) = d

I(b) = e
and for all other constants á, I(á) = d.

1b. I(F,w ) = { d, e }

1I(G,w ) = { <d, e>, <d, d> }

2I(F,w ) = { d }

2I(G,w ) = { <d, d>, <e, e> }
and for all other predicates ð and w0W, I(ð,w) = { }.

g is the function such that 
g(x) = d
g(y) = e,
and for all other variables á, g(á) = d.

For the following wffs, state whether it is true or false at the specified world in M under g.  Then
prove that it does have that truth value, by going step-by-step through the rules for the denotation
and valuation functions.

115. Gay is true/false at w  in M under g.

116. ~Gay is true/false at w  in M under g.

117. �x�-Fx is true/false at w  in M under g.

118. �x~Gxb is true false at w  in M under g.

119. ~�xGxb is true/false at w  in M under g.
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